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The SWC website traffi  c increased dramatically during the year of remote and reduced enrollment, 
with the most signifi cant usage directed toward the wellbeing off erings of our offi  ce. Compared to 
the prior year, aside from the initial bump in activity at the onset of the pandemic (March-May 2020), 
we have seen a sustained increase in SWC website activity.

In Fall 2020 when students were returning to campus with reduced density, website activity was 
higher than a pre-pandemic Fall term.

One positive byproduct of operating during the COVID-19 pandemic was the opportunity to develop 
a Virtual Student Wellness Center as a hub for all remote off erings and a centralized space for our 
communications. We invested time, expertise, and energy to create a space through our website 
and other virtual experiences that increased accessibility for students, allowing them to actively 
engage and participate in wellness-enhancing activities across timezones, with diff erent comfort 
levels, individually and as a community, through live and asynchronous off erings. 

Now when students go to the SWC website, they don’t just learn 
about our work. They are able to engage with our work, actively 
participating in skill-building, refl ection, and other wellness-
enhancing practices.
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BRANDING
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As the SWC was faced with the 
new challenge of operating 
and providing our services in 
virtual, hybrid, and in-person 
formats, we began to see the 
importance of clarifying and 
articulating the work of our 
offi  ce in new ways. 

In close partnership with 
several very talented 
Dartmouth students, we took 
the opportunity to strengthen 
our brand and broaden our 
scope of communications 
with the student community. 
The creation of a full brand 
manual that contained a 
suite of updated, expanded 
logos, fonts, and a color 
palette guide proved useful in 
providing a more consistent 
visual identity for our center. 
The implementation of these 
guidelines across all elements 
of our work brought increased 
cohesion and recognition to 
our various communications, 
projects, and initiatives. 
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In the midst of much ambiguity, the brand manual provided a clear visual identity, but we recognized 
the need to more clearly describe the operations of the offi  ce as falling into three arms (High-Risk 
Drinking Prevention, Sexual Violence Prevention, and Wellbeing). Acknowledgement of these focus 
areas resulted in a further refi ning of our visual identity where each area was assigned distinctive color 
schemes and symbolism. 
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We embraced the reemergence of QR codes and 
began incorporating them in print media across 
campus to directly connect students with digital 
information and virtual wellbeing practices in the 
moment of interest. For instance, we began to 
augment the Stall Street Journal (SSJ) by adding 
QR codes to the  information, tips, and resources 
they contain. Students engaging with this 
content in bathroom stalls on campus could then 
immediately access the most salient resources 
available for any points of interest or need. We even 
piloted reduced text versions of the SSJ to engage 
students in refl ection, knowing that we could link 
to the full scope of information using this linking 
system. And our Pathways of Wellbeing came to 
life through digital imagery and animated means. 

Updating our mission statement to embrace a voice speaking directly to students, allowed us to 
incorporate our motto of Refl ection, Connection, Intention, and Action, in a way that showcases our deep 
commitment to partnering with students to “empower our community to thrive.”

MISSION STATEMENT

The SWC strives to Empower our Community to Thrive by providing you 
opportunities for refl ection, connection, intentionality, and purposeful action, 
which serve as the primary building blocks for enhancing your personal wellbeing 
and the wellbeing of our community.

We believe in working with you and others to create a Dartmouth that fosters 
wellbeing and that is free from violence, prejudice, and other harmful behaviors. 
Together, we hope to create a community where you feel supported in taking 
ownership of who you want to be and the life you want to be living, and empowered 
to help others do the same.
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WELLBEING
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WELLNESS CHECK-INS
Within two weeks of students departing campus the team had developed new language, systems, and 
protocols for providing Wellness Check-In sessions via Zoom using an online scheduling system, and students 
were signing up to meet! The stress students experienced during this transition and the accessibility of our 
revamped service were immediately apparent, as we doubled service utilization from Winter term to Spring 
term. From Spring 2020 through Spring term 2021, the SWC staff  provided over 250 wellness check-ins via 
Zoom and phone, augmenting the mental health support services provided by  the college. We also partnered 
with North Park House and the Graduate Student Council to train 8 ‘near-peer’ grad student coaches, who 
co-facilitated both general sessions as well as embedded services for their house community with SWC staff .

During this time, we created a brief assessment to better serve students. Of the 104 completed surveys, 102 
or 98% indicated high levels of student satisfaction with the service, with the remaining two reporting 
neutral responses. Qualitative feedback from students included themes of surprise at the helpfulness of the 
sessions, and gratitude for the support and encouragement, with many students indicating that they would 
refer friends to the service as well. 

"Knowing I had a skilled listener who would help me through my thoughts made me 
more comfortable talking through everything”

“There was a good balance of both getting emotional support and ideas for how to 
move forward”

“It's not just venting, it's also talking through how I deal with things and trying to 
fi nd alternative solutions. I fi nd that really helpful.”

“They really listened to what I was saying and helped me come up with strategies 
that would help address my needs and way of thinking about things”  
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WELLBEING COMMUNICATIONS

Reconceptualizing our work for a campus of remotely enrolled 
students involved many unique challenges, including learning 
how to create a wellbeing “ecosystem” of communication 
in the virtual sphere. We worked to surround students with 
wellbeing by embedding messages in many domains of 
their new lived experience (email, online, and social media) 
as strategically as possible. For the sake of coherence, we 
introduced the concept of Wellbeing Themes to guide our 
work, communications, and practices each month. This 
created a ‘golden thread’ that connected the areas of our 
work seamlessly and connected with ever-shifting student 
needs through the remote-enrollment stage of the pandemic. 
Themes included “Reclaiming Calm,” “Growth and Renewal,” 
and “Flexibility and Resilience.” 

We also expanded our range of communications, beginning 
with a streamlined and enhanced newsletter that was 
more easy-to-read and engaging for students. These weekly 
communications included brief theme-based practices, 
weekly “happenings,” SWC updates, and fun refl ective 
prompts. Over this period of time, our subscriber list grew 
to over 700, with a weekly open rate of over 50%, both of 
which were e� ective measures of an e� ective step forward in 
expanding our reach. 

927 Subscribers

Added 187 new subscribers in a single month (August 17 
-September 17, 2021)

51% highly engaged subscribers (often open/click emails) 

13% moderately engaged subscribers (sometimes open/click 
emails)

19% not very engaged (rarely open/click emails)

NEWSLETTER

NEWSLETTER
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Our SWC Refl ections blog launched in the weeks 
following the public movements that erupted 
across our nation to protest the deaths of George 
Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and others 
with a piece written to support student wellbeing 
during turbulent times. We continued to post every 
2-3 weeks as a way to respond more thoroughly 
to complex current events and off er students a 
deeper dive into the wellbeing themes. 

REFLECTIONS BLOG

PARTNERSHIPS

The SWC creates collaborative partnerships to 
communicate about the importance of wellbeing 
for all and to provide positive, inclusive, and 
empowering programming for our diverse student 
community.
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We were active in the realm of social 
media as well, launching a new 
Instagram account in conjunction 
with the mindfulness and yoga 
o� erings we were making available 
through YouTube and SoundCloud. 
Rather than simply using social 
media to promote our services and 
events, we embraced the model of a 
lifestyle account as a way to directly 
engage students with the ideas we 
were sharing for their wellbeing. With 
content generated by all areas of the 
SWC and a strategic partnership 
with the Dartmouth College O�  ce 
of Communications enhancing our 
reach, our account steadily gained 
followers and helped to connect all 
of our e� orts by linking out to the 
various communication channels we 
were utilizing for students. 

592 Followers

1,294 Accounts reached

641 Content interactions

28 posts, 52 stories, 5 IGTV videos, 1 IG 
Live Event

INSTAGRAM

SOCIAL MEDIA



82 Tracks

282 Subscribers

27,400 total plays (May 20, 2020-June 1, 2021)

Top Recording: STOP 2.5 Minutes (2,727 plays)

SOUNDCLOUD

7,232 views

Most Popular Video: 5 Minute Purposeful Pick-
Me-Up Yoga Flow (765 views)

YOUTUBE
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Prior to remote enrollment, all 
mindfulness and yoga initiatives had 
been based on a model of in-person 
programming. We needed to build 
out new live and asynchronous 
virtual resources in order to 
reach as many students across as 
many time zones as possible. The 
mindfulness and yoga practices that 
were recorded and made available 
through YouTube, SoundCloud, and 
our SWC website included both audio 
and video experiences ranging 
from 3-minute micro-practices 
to full 60-minute classes, and the 
response from the community was 
dramatic. 

Our utilization numbers exploded to 
levels we could never have realized 
with in-person programming. 
Our sta�  uploaded 75 videos to 
YouTube, which garnered 6,400 
views and 279 hours of watch time.
Audio recordings of guided practices 
were added to our SoundCloud 
page, which had 35,300 listens 
from over 50 countries including 
the US, Ireland, the UK, Romania, 
and Bangladesh. 

MINDFULNESS



“Thank you for your mindfulness meditation 
recordings. I started listening to them as an 
undergraduate back in 2015 and have continued 
listening ...They have been tremendously helpful 
and I recommend them to everyone I know.” 
- former student
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2/18/22, 7:14 PM Gmail - Mindfulness Pop-Up - 2:30 pm, TODAY!

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=1f7dad1298&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1683620764447550895&simpl=msg-f%3A1683620764447550895 1/3

Student Wellness Center
Mindfulness, Yoga, & Well-being

MINDFULNESS POP-UP TODAY!
10-minute meditation sessions held spontaneously throughout the term.

Tuesday, November 17, 2:30 - 2:40 pm (EST)

Caitlin Knotts Barthelmes <caitlin.knotts@gmail.com>

Mindfulness Pop-Up - 2:30 pm, TODAY!

LB from the SWC <laura.beth.white@dartmouth.edu> Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 10:03 AM
Reply-To: LB from the SWC <laura.beth.white@dartmouth.edu>
To: Caitlin.Barthelmes@dartmouth.edu
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In addition to these asynchronous resources, we continued to off er our robust 
menu of mindfulness off erings and classes with additional new pilots including 
surprise pop-ups, multi-day challenges, and half to full day virtual retreats. 

Hiring and mentoring student interns was an integral component of broadening 
our services and outreach. Mindfulness Drop-in and Pop-up sessions were 
off ered weekly throughout all fi ve terms of remote enrollment via Zoom, with over 
900 attendees between March 2020 and January 2021. Six Koru Mindfulness 
classes were off ered with 59 students participating in the basic training and 11 
completing the advanced course as well. 145 Dartmouth community members
signed up for the inaugural 15-day Mindfulness Challenge in January 2021, and 
the half-day Mindfulness Retreat off ered over Spring Break had 12 attendees. 

SpringBreak
MindfulnessMeditation

Retreat

Thursday, March 18th ~ 12PM - 4PM (EST)

Sign-up Today!
https://forms.gle/Woz7srzYVSbXMtTH7

A half-day immersion into mindfulness, "you" time
+ connecting with others.

Guided practices to help you slow down + calm your mind
Time on + off Zoom to practice together and independently
Connect with other warm, kind-hearted people
Learn tools to help navigate stress + uncertainty
Deepen or kick-start your mindfulness practice

What happens while on a retreat*:

*The day flows between guided meditations, mindful movement,
wisdom talks + free time.

Facilitated by staff + students of the SWC wellbeing team.

h

A half-day immersion into mindfulness, "you" time
+ connecting with others.

FREE +
OPEN TO ALL

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Mindfulnes and meditation continues to be the most popular pages of the 
website. In the past year (June 2020-2021), the Guided Audio Recordings 
page alone received 104,411 total views (81,451 unique visits) speaking to the 
deep interest and need in this practice for stress reduction in general and a tool 
for wellbeing during times of transition and challenge in particular.
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YOGA

Our department also 
off ered a robust slate of 
yoga opportunities. All 
classes were taught by 
certifi ed yoga teachers with 
an emphasis on diverse 
representation among our 
teaching sta� .  Classes 
off ered virtually included 
Yoga for Stress Relief,
Wake Up Yoga, End-the-
Day Yoga, and a series of
Study Break videos with 
brief chair/desk sequences 
to fi ght the challenges 
of online learning. To 
ensure accessibility and 
inclusivity, we created a 
DIY Yoga Props webpage 
that outlined household 
items students could 
use in place of the most 
common yoga equipment. 
And during the spring 
term, we took advantage of 
our surroundings with an 
Outdoor Yoga Class pilot,  
where we gave out free 
mats for students to use 
and keep.  
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Finally, beyond our college-wide events, we also focused on specifi c opportunities 
to incorporate values of diversity, equity, inclusion and justice in our work . Our 
team provided mindfulness drop-in sessions to the First Generation, Low Income 
(FGLI) student community from January 2021 through June 2021. Laura Beth, our 
Wellbeing and Mindfulness specialist developed a new evidence-based workshop 
to help students acknowledge their own biases that was piloted in collaboration 
with the Graduate Student Council in the wake of racial justice protests in the 
US. We also collaborated with the Dartmouth Chapter of AKA to virtually bring 
a teacher of color to our community for a four-week Elevate Yoga series for all 
students. We are grateful for this opportunity to increase the diversity of our 
teaching team while delivering programming aligned to the interests and needs 
of specifi c student groups. 
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COLLABORATIONS

We continued to advise the now well-established Mental Health Union (MHU), and the strong 
relationship between our offi  ce and their organization provided multiple mutual benefi ts. MHU 
distributed an informational piece on mental health resources to all students the week after 
they were required to leave campus at the onset of the pandemic. Developed in collaboration 
with our offi  ce, the fl yer linked the student population to our online check-in service, our 
mindfulness recordings, and the more comprehensive COVID-19 Coping Guide that our team 
developed to guide students toward Dartmouth resources organized according to our recently 
developed Pathways to Wellbeing model. In return, they provided feedback from the student 
perspective on the coping guide, helping us to refi ne our work and ensure that it connected 
with student needs. 

In the summer of 2021, we assisted MHU in adapting their fl agship Peer Support program for 
remote delivery, and in the fall, they launched their fi rst virtual training for new peer support 
providers with over 25 student participants. They also enhanced their weekly newsletter to 
all students and began to take an almost collegial role by providing sessions for the Learning 
at Dartmouth class and participating in panel discussions to train faculty on college student 
mental health concerns. Paralleling many of our own developments, the MHU offi  cers also 
launched a new website, student blog, and Instagram account, hosted a 15 day wellness 
challenge, and piloted new trainings for peer support providers in marginalized identities 
and communities. And to augment the safety net for students with mental health concerns 
on campus, they piloted a new Mental Health Ambassador training for students who were 
interested in serving as fi rst points of contact in their groups and organizations for students 
who might be struggling. They continue to be strong partners and advocates for the SWC as 
well as the student population. 

DARTMOUTH MENTAL HEALTH UNION




